HP’s SMART Family: Removable, Standalone Storage Products and Enclosures—Disk, Tape, and DVD-ROM Drives

HP’s SMART Family offers the flexibility to integrate multiple removable modules into standard HP 19-inch cabinets complementing the entire system rack solution. In addition, all of the storage modules are available as desktop models.

**Key Features**

**Easy Plug**
Each rack-mountable removable storage device is easily plugged into the 68-pin blind-mate connector. To remove it, just quiesce the system, power-off the device, and pull the device out of the enclosure.

**Modular Design**
Mix and match the different technologies in one enclosure—fast wide differential or wide single-ended, both connect to the same blind-mate 68-pin SCSI connector.

**Operating Environments**
All devices are supported in HP-UX and most are supported in MPE/iX environments.

**Available in Three Versions**

**Factory-Installed Solutions**
Devices are installed into a rack enclosure with other computer components (such as servers, disks, and other peripherals), ready for single integrated shipment to the customer.

**Customer-Installed Solutions (Rack-Ready Modules)**
Devices are easily installed into the existing system and rack setup by the customer onsite.

**Desktop Devices**
Standalone devices that can be simply installed by the customer via a SCSI connection.

**HP’s SMART Full-Height Rack Kit**
The four-bay, 5.25-inch-high (3U-EIA units) version can mount either two full-height devices, one full-height and two half-height devices, or four half-height devices. It’s a totally flexible solution in a small form factor designed to minimize space.

**HP’s SMART Half-Height Rack Kit**
The two-bay (2U-EIA units) version can mount two half-height devices in the lowest form factor environment.

**SMART family portfolio includes:**

**DLT Tape Drives**
- DLT 8000 Tape Drives
- DLT 4000 Tape Drives

**DDS Tape Drives**
- NEW DDS-4 Tape Drives (April 2000)
- NEW DDS-4 Tape Autoloader (May 2000)
- DDS-2 and DDS-3 Tape Drives
- DDS-3 Tape Autoloader

**DVD-ROM Drive**

**Disk Drives**

**Enclosures**
- 3U Full-Height Rack Kit
- 2U Half-Height Rack Kit

**Storage solutions for:**
- HP 9000 Enterprise Servers
- HP 9000 Workstations
- HP 3000 Commercial Servers

- Simple to install, use, and configure
- Modular design for configuration flexibility
- Availability of data in HP-UX and MPE/iX environments
- Reliable products, high-quality service and support
- Technology leaders—best performance and quality

Rack-Ready DDS-4 Tape Drive
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**United States of America:**
+1 800 637 7740

**Canada:**
Hewlett-Packard Ltd.
5150 Spectrum Way
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 5G1
+1 905 206 4725

**Japan:**
Hewlett-Packard Japan, Ltd.
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3-29-21, Takaido-Higashi, Suginami-ku,
Tokyo, 160-8585 Japan
+81 3 3331 6111

**Latin America:**
Hewlett-Packard
Latin American Region Headquarters
Waterford Building, 9th Floor
5200 Blue Lagoon Drive
Miami, Florida 33126 USA
+1 305 267 4220
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**Australia/New Zealand:**
Hewlett-Packard Australia Ltd.
31-41 Joseph Street
Blackburn, Victoria 3130
Australia (A.C.N. 004 394 763)
+61 3 9272 2805

**Asia Pacific:**
Hewlett-Packard Asia Pacific Ltd.
17-21/F, Shell Tower
Times Square
1 Matheson Street
Causeway Bay
Hong Kong
+852 2 590 7777

**Europe/Africa/Middle East:**
Hewlett-Packard S.A.
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CH-1217 Meyrin 2
Geneva, Switzerland
+41 22 780 81 11
European Multicountry: +41 22 780 81 11
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For direct country contact call:

**Argentina:** +541 787 7145
**Austria:** +43 1 25 000 0
**Belgium and Luxembourg:** +32 2 778 31 11
**Brazil:** +5511 7296 8000
**Chile:** +562 203 3233
**Colombia:** +571 629 5030
**Denmark:** +45 45 99 10 00
**East Central Europe, CIS, and Yugoslavia:** +43 1 25 000 0
**Finland:** +358 9 887 21
**France:** +33 1 60 82 60 60
**Germany:** +49 7031 140
**Greece:** +30 1 689 644
**Hungary:** +36 1 252 7300
**Iceland:** High Performance Systems hf.
+354 1 67 10 00
**Ireland:** +353 1 615 8200
**Israel:** Computation and Measurement Systems (CMS) Ltd. +972 3 5380 333
**Italy:** +39 2 92122770
**Mexico:** +525 326 4600
**Netherlands:** +31 20 547 6911
**Norway:** +47 22 7356 00
**Poland:** +48 22 608 77 00
**Portugal:** +351 1301 7343
**Russia and the CIS, excl. Ukraine:** +7 095 923 5001
**Slovenia:** +38 61 55 84 72
**Spain:** +34 1 631 1600
**Sweden:** +46 8 444 2000
**Switzerland:** +41 1 735 7111
**South Africa:** Hewlett-Packard
South Africa (Pty) Ltd.
+27 11 806 1000
**Turkey:** +90 212 224 5925
**United Kingdom:** +44 1344 360231
**Venezuela:** +582 239 4133

For more information, contact any of our worldwide sales offices or HP Channel Partners (in the U.S. call 1 800 637 7740).
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